Name the Patronymic the Surname, an academic status
Vladimir Viktorovich Kureichik, the professor.
Degrees, areas of science of degrees, high schools where they have been received, date of award
Diploma of engineer – in the speciality « Designing and technology of computers »,
TSURE, 1990; a scientific degree of Dr.Sci.Tech. on specialities « 05.13.18 mathematical
modeling, numerical methods and complexes of programs and 05.13.01 - the system analysis,
management and processing of the information », TSURE, 2001., prof/ 2004
Amount of years of work in the given teaching structure, including one year of initial
employment in the given collective and years of increase in a post and assignments of an
academic status
1 year and 8 months. Since June, 2002 - the professor of CAD department, since July,
2002 - acting as a head of CAD department, since October 2003г. – a chair of CAD department.

Other operational experience - teaching, industrial, etc.
Since August, 1991 the teacher of MET LIS department, since September, 1991 - the
assistant, since April, 1996 - the senior lecturer, since July, 2002 is translated to a post of the
professor of the CAD department.
Fruitful scientific activity of Kureichik V.V. is submitted by 350 publications, including 25
monographies, 15 manuals and 300 scientific jobs used in student teaching. V.V.Kureichik has
brought in the big contribution to preparation of the scientific and pedagogical staff of the top
skills and has prepared in quality: the scientific .. the supervisor of studies - 14 Cand of Sc – 1 of
Dr.Sci.Tech.
The basic publications for last five years
1. Kureichik V.V. Evolutionary methods of solution of optimization problems.
Monography. Taganrog, TSURE. 1999.99 p.
2. Kureichik V.V. Evolutionary, synergetic and homeostatic methods of decision-making.
Monography. - Taganrog: TSURE, 2001.221 p.
3. Kureichik V.V., etc. Methods of genetic search. Monography. Taganrog: TSURE,
2002.122 p.
4. Kureichik V.V., etc. Оптимизационные structures at designing on the basis of methods.
The monography. Taganrog: Publishing house TRTU, 2003, 140 with.
5. Kureichik V.V., etc. The Theory and practice of evolutionary modeling. Monography. M: Fizmatlit, 2003.432 p.

6. Kureichik V.V. Program of the subsystem of research of optimization problems on
columns // Software products and systems, 2002, № 1. pp. 26-29.
7. Kureichik V.V., etc. Evolutionary modeling. Manual. Taganrog: TSURE, 2003.76 p.
What member of scientific and professional societies is
Kureichik V.V. is a member of an editorial board of magazines “ Perspective information
technologies and environments ”, “ News of TSURE ”, “ Intelligent CAD ”, the chairman of
organizing committee of the international scientific conference “ Artificial intelligent systems
(IEEE AIS) and Intelligent CAD ”, a member of Academic councils of the university and the
college, a member of dissertational council D 212.259.03 on the doctor's degree dissertations,
chairman of North Caucasian branch of the Russian association of an artificial intelligence.
Honorary titles and awards
Activity in high school and professional work for last five years
During job has prepared and delivers lectures on the following disciplines: “ Discrete
mathematics ”, “ Mathematical logic and the theory of algorithms ”, “ Methods of optimization
”, “ Evolutionary modeling and genetic algorithms ” for students of the speciality of 220300systems of CAD, 030100 - Computer science, postgraduate students (Master’s) of the “
Computer Engineering ”.
Activity in high school:
A member of Academic council of the College;
A member of Academic council of TSURE;
Member of dissertational council on candidate’s dissertations and doctor's dissertations.
Activity on professional development for last five years
5 monographies, 5 manuals and 101 scientific publications, 66 reports at scientific
conferences are issued

